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Team Profile
Startup Team

Mangjuam
The Pitch:

Mangjuam is an online platform for barangay-led credit cooperative system and offers online loan application with low interest rates for the borrowers and online 
investment for investors.

Lastname: Alesna
Firstname: Joseph Vincent
Middlename: Aguhar
Team Role: Hipster
Course & Year: BS in Information Technology , graduated year 2019

Lastname: Cabua
Firstname: Elvin Marvey
Middlename: Dela Cerna
Team Role: Hacker
Course & Year: BS in Information Technology , graduated year 2019

Lastname: Inoc
Firstname: Kenth Kirvy
Middlename: Agrabio
Team Role: Hustler/Project Manager
Course & Year: BSIT - 3
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Lastname: Ponsica
Firstname: Gerson Jones
Middlename: Laz
Team Role: Hacker
Course & Year: BSIT graduate



Team Milestones
Time

(month & year) Milestone

May 2018 Three people started the team One hustler, hipster and hacker. Three conducted a thesis project for the school and created the idea of Mangjuam

June 2018

The team had an idea of creating an online-lending platform which people could invest in and borrow. Which created "Mangjuam" in our local dialect (Bisaya) 
Mangjuam is Borrowing in english which could lead people to borrow money but it is not only about borrowing the team considered that we need proper or big 
investment in order to have an online-lending platform so we let ordinary people (Nurse,HouseWife,Barangay Official etc) to invest to create a cycle and make 
Mangjuam come true.

Jan 2019

The mentors of the school suggested that instead of making an online-lending platform, the team should create an online cooperative system which ordinary people 
could invest and borrow money an implementing it through the "Barangay" a local government unit can be considered as a government entity in a village in the 
Philippines, for stability and being able to control and help the barangay itself for extra budget, because it offers a lot to the members(investors/borrowers) they could 
borrow money but has savings on their hand. and it could also provide extra income for the barangay.

2/1/2019 Mangjuam decided to join Beehive to become entrepreneurs and decided to invite two more personnel to fill the lacking skills that the team needs also to distribute 
the workforce and create a seamless process. 

3/20/2019
The team is done with the prototype for a Barangay-led online Cooperative platform. But unfortunately during our market validation the team had problems in terms 
of the calculations and workforce if it would be implemented with the barangay so the team decided to create a seemless transaction for lesser workforce and 
sustain the needs for the members and its operators or admins(barangay & mangjuam).

March 2019 The team decides to create a Barangay-Led Cooperative and considered ourselves as Cooperatives too. Mangjuam is still a SAAS but we will run the Cooperative 
and divide the share profit to the barangay, members and to us.

March 2019

The team conduct a survery to know if their is possible Market or we call it Market Validation, Gladly out of 80 barangays in Cebu City alone we interviewed atleast 
20 of them and only 4 barangays has a Cooperative Operation and they are doing it manually and out of 20 all of them accepted to switch or create a barangay-led 
Cooperative for the livelihood of the residents and create a seemless transaction. With the Online Platform to help the management it wont be an issue for them. 

March 2019

The team is developing to meet the standards of a Cooperative system in the Philippines and follow legal terms in accordance with Cooperative Development 
Authority commonly known as CDA. Since the team has issues with this in the past. But still we had issues since we are not accounting major so we decided to kick 
one of our members out of the team because of his incompetence and lazyness and switch him to another person who is well educated on how cooperative system 
works in the Philippines to help us with the mathematical operations inside a cooperative so we searched online through social media.

April 2019
By meeting our mentors we discovered that, having a Barangay-led Cooperative might be a hassle due to small investment and some concerns in regards to legality 
and corruption. The team don't want to be part of that dirty and hassle business. So we decided to still create a Cooperative but focused on Schools which are more 
likely less corrupt and operations are more smooth than having the government partnered with us. 

April 2019
The team discovered the issues with School Coopratives because aside from its legal matters the team also do not have the capability to create a Cooperative 
Business due to low investment and knowlege in Cooperative. So we decided to be a complete SAAS project where we will provide Cooperative Banks a online 
platform for their management and it's members
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April 2019
The team looked eagerly for someone who could replace our recently kicked member, We prefered someone who is knowledgable with Cooperatives he/she may be a member or 
a high ranking official of a cooperative or simply a student or a graduate of any related course of Accountancy. Unfortunately the team didn't find any but our hopes are still high 
for someone who is willing.

April 2019
We conducted a Market Validation in regards to creating a SAAS platform for the Cooperatives and we managed to pick to of the biggest Cooperatives in Cebu and in the 
Phillipines (Cebu CFI & FICCO) both considered to have a seminar and conduct a meeting but the team is still waiting for confirmation and contract signing to be partnered with 
these respective Cooperative Banks.

April 2019

We did the best we could to have any Cooperative partnered to us but unfortunately most of them does not trust us yet, so the team pivoted on the idea, and the team decided 
that we should just create a prototype with the data that we gathered from the seminars that we had on different Cooperatives and we would like to focus more on the detailed 
process that one of our mentors are part with though it is not registered as a Cooperative in the Philippines but it definitely works like a Cooperative it's actually Dr. Biore a Dean in 
University of Cebu. So we will create a system with the data that we got from different types of Cooperative and we will let them try it for free if it works and the company trust us 
then we will get potential customers or users.

May 2019

The team is working on another platform different from what we started because Beehive taught us well in regards to legal matters and provide market validation which the team 
did do last year. Still the team is doing it's best to deploy the prototype 3 week or last week of May even though we think we can't make it. Our market validation was very accurate 
and perfect we got the answers and questions that we need but still has issues with the inside's of a cooperative. Because the team needs data on how cooperative works since 
our target market changed instead of us being the cooperative then it changed to a barangay led then lastly a SAAS for existing Cooperatives. Unfortunately we had 15 
Cooperatives which we sent letters and emails but only 5 replied and told the team that they cant dispurse information yet if we cant prove them what we could do. So we decided 
to study atleast 3 big cooperative and got a glance on how they work. We had a summary on how a Cooperative usually work though its very different but we got the pattern, in 
accordance with the law that CDA gave. We are really having a hard time but the team is not willing to give up just yet.

May 5 2019
The team already has 2 potential customers for our startup idea. Both are having manual transacitons in the Cooperative but both want to see the prototype and use it for quite a 
while to prove that it actually is helpful for their Cooperative since as they said this will be a new step for their cooperative not only their cooperative but the cooperative as a 
whole.

June 05 2019
By meeting our mentors we discovered that, having a Barangay-led Cooperative might be a hassle due to small investment and some concerns in regards to legality and 
corruption. The team don't want to be part of that dirty and hassle business. So we decided to still create a Cooperative but focused on Schools which are more likely less corrupt 
and operations are more smooth than having the government partnered with us. 

June 06 2019 We are still 15 - 20% done with our MVP since most of us are having a hard time with the minimum data that we have and the amount of time that our developers can develop the 
MVP is very minimal due to personal issues like jobs and school but aside from that no problems for now we are still doing our best for the future of Mangjuam and its founders

June 18 2019

The team decided to focus on marketing to make a mark with the society or to the industry of the Cooperative because we only talked to few cooperatives who are in doubt of 
change. We want to focus on digital marketing like making a landing page, social media(Facebook,Instagram,LinkedIn and Twitter). We want to let cooperatives know that we 
exist and find some cooperative who is willing to partner with us to create the MVP with no issues cause actually the team is stuck with 20% completion of the product due to lack 
of knowledge or information but we are very positive with our work mostly we would have a partner within 2 weeks and finish the MVP for just a month with cooperatives in help 
we will finish this and deploy the system.

June 18 2019 We are calculating all our expense to open our doors to investors that can have our equity or some other ways of negotiating the money lending. So that we will have a seamless 
deployment of the MVP and landing page for now we have a temporary domain for our landing page.
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